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Abstract: MuhyiddƯn Ibn ‘ArabƯ (12th century), whose sophisticated and
unique philosophical thought stands at the center of attention for Eastern and
Western contemplators and researchers for ages, had a multi-sided influence on
Islamic Eastern literature and philosophical systems. The influence of Ibn ‘ArabƯ
appears mainly as the concepts of the oneness of being (waۊdat al-wujǌd) and
the perfect man (al-insƗn al-kƗmil) in various spiritual orders and philosophicalliterary works. It is possible to see and observe opinions concerning letters,
words, and numbers together with the mentioned concepts in ণurǌfƯ doctrine
that has a special place within the history of Islamic philosophical thought. Ibn
‘ArabƯ’s science of letters (‘ilm al-ۊurǌf)l which is among main sources of ণurǌfƯ
order found its systematical expression mainly in his last and greatest work
FutǌۊƗt al-Makkiyya’s 2nd and 26th sections and also in of letters is seen in other
chapters of FutǌۊƗt al-Makkiyya and Fu܈ǌ ܈al-ۉikam (word, number, etc.).
We should state that when we look at the history of philosophy until
ণurǌfƯyya, it is obvious that Ibn ‘ArabƯ is more sophisticated than FaঌlullƗh from
the point of interpreting letters mystically. However, he did not transform his
views into a doctrine and did not give a religious character to them. The
similarities between the science of letters and ণurǌfƯyya indicate that Ibn ‘ArabƯ
has multi-sided influences on ণurǌfƯ thought and literature. But although there
are many similarities concerning the influence, closeness, and resemblances,
ণurǌfƯyya cannot be determined as an imitation of Ibn ‘ArabƯ’s views. In ণurǌfƯ
doctrine, sometimes influences and development of Ibn ‘ArabƯ’s views and
sometimes their rejection are issues of interest.
Keywords: Ibn ‘ArabƯ, the science of letters, FaঌlullƗh, ণurǌfƯ thought,
influence
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øbnül-Ԥrԥbinin Hԥrf Elmi Vԥ Hürufilԥrin øbnül-Ԥrԥbiyԥ
økili Münasibԥti
Sԥadԥt ùIXIYEVA**
Xülasԥ: Mürԥkkԥb vԥ özünԥmԥxsus fԥlsԥfi düúüncԥsi yüzilliklԥrdԥn bԥri
ùԥrq vԥ Qԥrb mütԥfԥkkir vԥ araúdÕrÕcÕlarÕnÕn diqqԥt mԥrkԥzindԥ duran bԥnzԥrsiz
zԥka ৢƗতibi Mühyiddin øbnül-Ԥrԥbinin (XII) øslami ùԥrq ԥdԥbiyyatÕ vԥ fԥlsԥfi
fikir sistemlԥrinԥ çoxyönlü tԥsiri olmuúdur. Çeúidli tԥriqԥtlԥr vԥ ԥdԥbi-fԥlsԥfi
ԥsԥrlԥrdԥ bu böyük mütԥfԥkkirin tԥsiri daha çox vԥhdԥti-vücud konsepsiyasÕ vԥ
insani-kamil ideyasÕnÕn ifadԥsi olaraq üzԥ çÕxÕr. øslami-fԥlsԥfi düúüncԥ tarixindԥ
xüsusi mövqeyi olan hürufilik tԥlimindԥ isԥ bu görüúlԥrlԥ yanaúÕ, onun hԥrf, söz
vԥ say haqqÕndakÕ mülahizԥlԥrindԥn dԥ açÕq úԥkildԥ bԥhrԥlԥnmԥ müúahidԥ
olunur. Hürufiliyin baúlÕca qaynaqlarÕ sÕrasÕnda yer alan øbnül-Ԥrԥbinin hԥrf
elmi (“‘ilmi-hüruf”), ԥsasԥn, onun son vԥ böyük ԥsԥri olan “FütuhatiMԥkkiyyԥ”sinin ikinci vԥ iyirmi altÕncÕ fԥsillԥrindԥ “Fütuhati-Mԥkkiyyԥ”sinin
digԥr fԥsillԥri vԥ “Füsusül-hikԥm”indԥ yaxÕn anlamlÕ digԥr anlayÕúlarla (söz, say
vԥ s.) ba÷lÕ mülahizԥlԥrindԥ dԥ nԥzԥrԥ çarpÕr.
Hürufiliyԥqԥdԥrki fԥlsԥfi fikir tarixinԥ nԥzԥr salanda hԥrflԥrԥ mistik mԥna
vermԥ baxÕmÕndan øbnül-Ԥrԥbinin Fԥzlullahdan heç dԥ geri qalmadÕ÷Õ görünür.
Lakin o bu görüúlԥrini ayrÕca bir tԥlimԥ çevirmԥdi, ona tԥlqini-tԥbli÷i xarakter
vermԥdi. øbnül-Ԥrԥbinin hԥrf elmi vԥ hürufilik tԥlimi arasÕndakÕ paralelliklԥr bu
mütԥfԥkkirin hürufilik vԥ ԥdԥbiyyatÕna tԥsirinin çoxúaxԥli olmasÕnÕ nümayiú
etdirir. Amma tԥsirlԥnmԥ, sԥslԥúmԥ vԥ paralelliklԥrin çoxlu÷una baxmayaraq,
hürufilik øbnül-Ԥrԥbinin görüúlԥrinin tԥqlidi olaraq dԥyԥrlԥndirilԥ b’ilmԥz.
Hürufilik tԥlimindԥ bԥzԥn bu böyük mütԥfԥkkirin görüúlԥrinin tԥsiri vԥ inkiúafÕ,
bԥzԥnsԥ inkarÕ nԥzԥrԥ çarpmaqdadÕr.
Açar sözlԥr: øbnül-Ԥrԥbi, Hԥrf elmi, Fԥzlullah, Hürufilik tԥlimi,
Tԥsirlԥnmԥ
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Introduction
MuhyiddƯn Ibn ‘ArabƯ (12th century), whose sophisticated and unique
philosophical thought stands at the center of attention for Eastern and Western
contemplators and researchers for ages, had a multi-sided influence on Islamic
Eastern literature and philosophical systems. The influence of Ibn ‘ArabƯ appears
mainly as the concepts of the oneness of being (waۊdat al-wujǌd) and the perfect
man (insƗn al-kƗmil) in various spiritual orders and philosophical-literary works.
It is possible to see and observe opinions concerning letters, words, and numbers
together with the mentioned concepts in ণurǌfƯ doctrine that has a special place
within the history of Islamic philosophical thought. Ibn ‘ArabƯ's science of letters
(‘ilm al-ۊurǌf)l which is among main sources of ণurǌfƯ order found its
systematical expression mainly in his last and greatest work FutǌۊƗt alMakkiyya's 2nd and 26th sections and also in of letters is seen in other chapters of
FutǌۊƗt al-Makkiyya and Fu܈ǌ ܈al-ۉikam (word, number, etc.).
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Ibn Arabi's and FaঌlullƗh's Letter Science: Intersections and Differences
Comparative analysis of Ibn ‘ArabƯ's science of letters and FaঌlullƗh's
ণurǌfƯ doctrine indicated some common facts as well as the existence of
different aspects. Muhammad Tahir Bursali righteously writes, “The Great
Shaykh's (Ibn ‘ArabƯ-S.S.) FutǌۊƗt al-Makkiyya and the supreme letters he
mentioned are different from these letters (i.e. ۉurǌfƯyya-S.S.). It is clear that it
is supreme and compound as divine names.”1 In fact, the aims in appealing the
letters which one examines esɧɨɦɟɪɚpecially in Ibn ‘ArabƯ's FutǌۊƗt alMakkiyya and FaঌlullƗh's JƗwidƗnnƗma are different. Although both thinkers
direct the attention to the religious-mystical functions and meanings which these
letters bear individually and as a group, these appeals have an intention of raising
different philosophical-religious views in some cases. For example, Ibn ‘ArabƯ
relates to grammatical features, forms, etc. of letters with the primordial state
and determines the philosophical-mystical values. He explains the coming of
beings from the world of unseen to the world of ideas and he relates the
transformation of various letters into variations from the point of appearance and
form. On the other hand, FaঌlullƗh explains the mysticism of letters and numbers
which form the basis of his JƗwidƗnnƗma mostly related with al-ۊurǌf almuqaܒܒa‘ those appeared at the beginning of 29 suras in accordance with the style
of his work. Of course, Ibn ‘ArabƯ also pays attention to the group of letters in
al-ۊurǌf al-muqaܒܒa‘ and regards them as the bearer of information of divine
origin. He wrote many pages on this subject. Ibn ‘ArabƯ states that fatƗ (lit.
young) introduced the science of letters to him which he mentioned in the second
section of his FutǌۊƗt al-Makkiyya as the first mystery in the image of an angel
or sometimes human.2 However, as some researchers state, Ibn ‘ArabƯ's special

1

Muhammed Tahir BursalÕ, OsmanlÕ Müellifleri, c. 2, (østanbul: Matbaa-i Amire, 1333), 432.
Claude Addas, øbn Arabî Kibrit-i Ahmer'in Peúinde, trans. Atila Ataman, (østanbul: Gelenek
YayÕncÕlÕk, 2004), 210.
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stress on letters served different names and explanations of his main conceptionthe unity of created ones-as a complementary part of his doctrine.1
According to Ibn ‘ArabƯ, “in all names, there is a manifestation of Allah.
Allah creates all quantities, the measures, places, times, rules and also
everything related with the world of things and spirits, numerical and verbal
letters and everything related with the imaginal world.” 2 As you can see, the
letters are included in the understanding of “everything” that is created and they
are the elements of created ones. In ণurǌfƯyya, letters have a central place in the
mystery of creation; in Qur’an, human is explained by means of it.
For Ibn ‘ArabƯ, most religious, mystical, symbolic meaning and
grammatical features of letters stand at the center whereas FaঌlullƗh inclines
towards religious and numeric acts.
Ibn ‘ArabƯ's science of letters has many directions of ideas (religious,
mystical, grammatical, etc.) as well as a symbolical direction. However, the
symbolism is more apparent in ণurǌfƯ doctrine.
One of the differences between Ibn ‘ArabƯ's worldview and ণurǌfƯ
doctrine is about relation with the interpretation (ta’wƯl). Ibn ‘ArabƯ is different
from ণurǌfƯs and he is not one of the people of ta’wƯl; he opposed to the
supporters of this movement.3 ণurǌfƯyya gave utmost importance on ta’wƯl and
introduced FaঌlullƗh with the titles of “܇Ɨۊib al-Ta’wƯl” (owner of ta’wƯl),
“܇Ɨۊib al-‘ilm al-ta’wƯl” (owner of the essence of ta’wƯl) 4
As an example of the differences, the difference between Ibn
‘ArabƯ and ণurǌfƯ writer AmƯr ƤÕyƗs al-DƯn Muতammad's views is on the letter
“܈ad”. According to Ibn ‘ArabƯ, the letter “܈Ɨd” is a supreme letter. Allah
wowed on this letter when he was praising the station of Muhammad as jawƗmi‘
al-kalim5 that is the highest rank in honor.
This sura (“܈Ɨd”) includes all hidden mysteries, signs, and magnificence
of worlds and characteristics of prophets.6 AmƯr ƤÕyƗs al-DƯn Muতammad
interpreted the written form of “܈Ɨd” from the point of grammar and calligraphy
related with the number 7 in his IstiwƗ’nƗma.7
We also noticed some significant differences from the point of importance
given on individual letters. Ibn ‘ArabƯ regards “܈Ɨd” among the elected letters
and “ڲƗd” among the common ones.8 On the other hand, ণurǌfƯs gave particular
1

KamƗl Muৢ৬afƗ al-ShaybƯ, Tesheyyo vΩ tasavvof ta aghaz-e sede-ye devazdahom-e hijri, trans.
Ali Reza Zekavati Qaragözlü, (Tehran: Moassese-ye entesharat-e Amir Kebir, 1380), 185;
Mustafa, Ünver, Hurûfîlik ve Kur'an: Nesimi Örne÷i, (Ankara: Fecr YayÕnevi, 2003), 32; Tahir,
Uluç, øbn Arabî'de Mistik Sembolizm, Selçuk Üniversitesi Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü, Doktora
Tezi, (2005), 140.
2
Yusuf Turan, MuhyiddƯn øbn Arabi'de Mutlak VarlÕk, Sakarya Universitesi Sosyal Bilimler
Enstitüsü, Yüksek Lisans Tezi, (2006), 37.
3
Rovshan HiyawƯ, Horufiyye (tahqiq darr tarikh, arae vԥ aqaed), (Tehran, Nashr-e Atiye, 1379),
121.
4
ৡƗdiq, KeyƗ, VƗjenƗme-ye GorqƗnƯ, (Tehran: Entesharat-e Daneshgah-e Tehran, 1330), 10.
5
“All-comprehensive words”
6
Muhyiddîn øbn Arabî, Fütuhat-i Mekkiyye, trans. Ekrem Demirli, I, (østanbul: Litera YayÕncÕlÕk,
2007), 194.
7
Husamettin, Aksu, AmƯr ƤÕyƗs֔ al-DƯn Muۊammed al-AstarƗbƗdƯ ve østivƗ-NƗma'si, østanbul
Üniversitesi Edebiyat Fakültesi, Doktora Tezi, (1981), text, part 1.9.
8
øbn Arabî, Harflerin ølmi, trans. Mahmut KanÕk, (østanbul: ASA Kitabevi, 2000), 96.
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importance to “ڲƗd” which is used for writing FaঌlullƗh's name and they related
the emergence date of FaঌlullƗh. Famous Turkish philosopher Riza Tevfik
explained the reason why “ڲƗd” was given such importance depending on a
ণurǌfƯ treatise. As you know, the reason why this letter has a special meaning is
a saying of Prophet Muhammad: “I'm the first one who pronounced the letter
“ڲƗd”. On the other hand “ڲƗd” has the value of 800 in the abjad calculation
system and this is the date when FaڲlullƗh announced the beginning of his
doctrine.”1
Different from Ibn ‘ArabƯ who reserved pages on “lƗm-alif” in his FutǌۊƗt
and also wrote many traditional and individual or magical, religious and mystical
views, FaঌlullƗh introduces “lƗm-alif”2 mostly as the station of four different
Persian letters.3 ণurǌfƯ writer AmƯr ƤÕyƗs al-DƯn states that “lƗm-alif” does not
only belong to contemporary Arabs, ancient Arabs also knew this letter and it
appears only in Qur’an 4 Ibn ‘ArabƯ also accepts “lƗm-alif” as an individual
letter.5 When we look at the history of the Arabic alphabet, it is clear that Ibn
‘ArabƯ and ণurǌfƯ writers' opinion are not baseless. As a matter of fact, in one
example of KǌfƯ calligraphy in first century A.H., “lƗm-alif” was included in the
alphabet as an individual letter. This letter has ancient roots preserved in seventhcentury alphabets and it appears as the impact of all the alphabets. In the
establishment process and history of the Arabic alphabet, especially in the first
century after hijra, Ibn ‘ArabƯ, who is aware of uniqueness6 observed in these
alphabets, and FaঌlullƗh used them in order to strengthen their philosophical
doctrines.
As to the understanding of dawr (nubuwwa, imƗma, ulǌhhiyya) which is
repeatedly appealed in studies as the unique idea system and which is a special
place in FaঌlullƗh's doctrine, no one has exerted attention to the fact that they
emerged from Ibn ‘ArabƯ's views on nubuwwa (prophethood) and walƗya
(sainthood) so far. However, FaঌlullƗh was influenced by Ibn ‘ArabƯ's views
on dawr and exerted a different view in Shiite perspective.
While determining the levels of the closeness of divine truth and
perfectness, Ibn ‘ArabƯ placed nabƯs over walƯs and rasǌls over nabƯs. 7 FaঌlullƗh
changed the place of nabƯs and saints. According to ণurǌfƯs, the dawr (cycle) of
1

Rza Tofiq, “Pejuheshi dar andiúeha-ye horufiyye”, “Zendegi vԥ eshar Emadaddin-e Nasimi”.
(be kushesh-e Yadulla Jalali Pandari, (Tehran: Nashr-e Ney, 1993). 49-50.
Different dates are given concerning the date when FaঌlullƗh is claimed to announce his doctrine:
775, 788, 789 after hijra. (Zendegi vԥ eshar Emadaddin-e Nasimi. (be kuúeú-e Yadulla Jalali
Pandari, Tehran: Nashr-e Ney, 1993), 11.
2
Hallaj al-Mansur said, “Qur’an includes information concerning everything. The knowledge in
Qur’an is the তurǌf al-muqa৬৬a‘ at the beginning of some suras. And the knowledge of these
letters in “alif-lƗm” (www.islam-tr.net/.../15843tasavvuf-ile-siilik-arasindaki-bag.hlml)
3
See: Hurûfilik Metinleri Katalogu, ed. Abdulbaki GölpÕnarlÕ, (Ankara: Türk Tarih Kurumu
BasÕmevi, 1989), 18; “Zendegi vԥ eshar Emadaddin-e Nasimi”, (1993), 97; Hoseyn ƖlyƗrƯ,
“Nameyi ez pesar-e Fazlollah-e Horufi”, “Nashriyye-ye daneshkede-ye edebiyyat”, Tabriz,
1346, shomare-ye dovvom, sal-e nuzdehom, tabestan, úomare-ye moselsel 82, 81.
4
See: ƖlyƗrƯ, “Nameyi ez peser-e Fazlollah-e Horufi”, (1346), 81.
5
Ibn ‘ArabƯ, Harflerin ølmi, 101; Fütuhat-i Mekkiyye, 203.
6
Older Jewish alphabet etc.; on this matter see: ùÕxÕyeva, Sԥadԥt, “Nԥsimi serindԥ “ԥlif-lam”
poetik forma vԥ fԥlsԥfi rԥmz kimi”, ΨdΩbiyyat mΩcmuΩsi, BakÕ: A÷rÕda÷, (1999), 175.
7
See: inkisaf.net/.../øbn-teymiyyenin-ilim-adami-kimligi-ve guvenilirligi...))

the universe is based on three principles: “nubuwwa, imƗma, ulǌhhiyya.”1 We
must add that although Ibn ‘ArabƯ stated in his FutǌۊƗt and dƯwƗn that there is
khƗtm al-anbiyƗ’,2 he expressed clearly he does not accept the state of walƗya
higher than the states of rasǌl and nabƯs.3 In the section on the nocturnal journey
of Prophet Muhammad, Ibn ‘ArabƯ stated the same relation concerning the states
and prophets and saints: “Holy Prophet's (pbuh) nocturnal journey is one that
brings ۊukm (decree), however a saint cannot have such a journey.4
We should state that Ibn ‘ArabƯ's opponent Ibn Taymiyya claimed that Ibn
‘ArabƯ adopted a view which regards the last saint higher than the last Prophet.5
However, this claim finds its expression in FaঌlullƗh's works. It is possible that
ণurǌfƯ Master's views, so to speak, are the result of a misunderstanding his
Predecessor (Ibn ‘ArabƯ) as øbn Taymiyya did.
The different and divergent points include the features of styles in both
thinkers. In JƗwidƗnnƗma, FaঌlullƗh's style of expression is not systematized as
that of Ibn ‘ArabƯ. His ideas are described as intermittent sentences, and a metric,
implicated idioms and interpretation of Qur’an; they are because of his
expression style that made interpretation in his hidden intention to give an
unworldly and inspired character to these very opinions. Ibn ‘ArabƯ is different
from him and states that he writes by the inspiration he gained from the world of
unseen. However, his works are distinguished by the idea system and strong
logic. Although his FutǌۊƗt and Fu܈ǌ ܈are in a chain of ideas peculiar to his
philosophical treatises6 Ibn ‘ArabƯ says concerning his source of inspiration “all
letters (of this book)7 were written by a divine dictation, divine inspiration (ilqƗ’)
and with the spiritual breath coming out of me”
Although it's not as such among rƗsǌls or nabƯs who are responsible8 for
the sharƯ‘a brought by nabƯs … this expression of Ibn ‘ArabƯ let us feel that there
is a divine inspiration on the source of his works especially in FutǌۊƗt In this
context, Suleyman Atesh states that it's necessary to approach these expressions
carefully: “Ibn ‘ArabƯ repeats these words in all contexts and believes it's
necessary to direct attention towards these for the recognition of his doctrine.
However far, the doctrine is from intellect, it is necessary to believe in it in that
Allah says them.”9
1

See: Hurûfilik Metinleri Katalogu, 19.
This expression is given sometimes as “hatamu'l wilaya” and sometimes as “hatm-u wilaya”
See: M. Mustafa ÇakmaklÕo÷lu, MuhyiddƯn øbnü'l-Arabi'ye Göre Dil Hakikat øliúkisi Marifetin
øfadesi Sorunu, Ankara Üniversitesi Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü, Doktora Tezi, Ankara, (2005), 19.
3
Addas, øbn Arabî Kibrit-i Ahmer'in Peúinde, 209.
4
Suad el-Hakîm, Ibnü'l-Arabî Sözlü÷ü, trans. Ekrem Demirli, (østanbul: KabalcÕ YayÕnevi,
2005), 386.
5
See: inkisaf.net/.../øbn-teymiyyenin-ilim-adami-kimligi-ve-guvenilirligi...
6
HiyawƯ righteously claims that Ibn Arabi's idea system, which is against reason and ta’wƯl is a
kmd of ta’wƯl belonging to his way of thinking. (Rovshan HiyawƯ. Horufiyye (tahqiq dar tarikh,
arae vԥ aqaed), (1379), 122.
7
That is FutǌۊƗt al-Makkiya.
8
One who is responsible and in charge.
9
The author refers to “øúari Tefsir Okulu” (Istanbul: Yeni Ufuklar Nesriyat, 1998), 169 of
Suleyman Ates in his recent remarks; Gülhan Maden, Fusûsu'l-Hikem'de Kur'an'dan øktibaslar
ve Kur'an'dan Yararlanma Metodlari, Marmara Universitesi Sosyal Bilimler Enstitusu ølâhiyat
Anabilim Dali Tefsir Bilim Dali, Yüksek Lisans Tezi, østanbul, (2006), 8.
2
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In the style of expression belonging to AmƯr ƤÕyƗs al-DƯn, who is one of
the representatives of ণurǌfƯ thought, the same style can be observed. Before
explaining his views concerning letters, he begins his words saying “an image
was seen by this faqƯr” and thus, he gives the character as news from unseen
different his own worlds” 1
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Attitude Towards Ibn ‘ArabƯ in the ণurǌfƯ Sources
We should also state that the relation of Ibn ‘ArabƯ in ণurǌfƯ sources was
not monosemic. ‘Aliyyü’l A‘lƗ and AmƯr Nǌrullah's negative and NasƯmƯ's
positive (in his Turkish DƯwƗn) and negative (in his Persian DƯwƗn) approaches
found their expressions.
In NasƯmƯ's dƯwƗn, one of the most famous representatives of ণurǌfƯ
doctrine, Ibn ‘ArabƯ's ideas found their poetic-philosophical expression not only
by means of ণurǌfƯ order but also they were taken from his own works as it is
seen from philosophical metaphors and opinions. Ibn ‘ArabƯ's name was
mentioned in NasƯmƯ's Turkish dƯwƗn as Shaykh as an allusion to his title
“Shaykh al-Akbar”; his Fu܈ǌ ܈was mentioned as Fu܈ǌ ܈in his Persian dƯwƗn and
in ৡadr al-DƯn QunawƯ's commentary on this work it was mentioned as Fukǌk.
In some studies, although it's possible to see that Shaykh ShiblƯ was mentioned
in the following verses of NasƯmƯ, it is certain that Ibn ‘ArabƯ was mentioned by
the title of Shaykh -he is called as Shaykh al-Akbar:
It is necessary to burn hypocrite ascetic
If you hear Shaykh and MawlƗnƗ from me 2
Ibn ‘ArabƯ's aim indicates his combine interviews of two contemporary
contemplators, Ibn ‘ArabƯ and MawlƗnƗ were accepted as representatives of
different doctrines. NasƯmƯ states that it depended on the knowledge of Ibn
‘ArabƯ and MawlƗnƗ concerning truth and he announces the names of
contemplators for the time being. In fact, the impact of Ibn ‘ArabƯ in his ণurǌfƯ
and philosophical views and impact of MawlƗnƗ in his views on Sufism are
obvious.
The expression of “people of unity”3 in NasƯmƯ's Persian dƯwƗn means they
are the supporters of the oneness of being. He also reminds that he is a follower
of this view.
The following verses of NasƯmƯ belong to Ibn ‘ArabƯ's stepson ৡadr al-DƯn
QunawƯ, not Ibn ‘ArabƯ:
ϥΰϣ ̭Ϯ̰ϓ ί ϡΩ ̶γϮδϓ ̵
1

The fact that AmƯr ƤÕyƗs al-DƯn concluded his words saying “God knows the best” even in
those subjects he depended to the ideas of preeminent ণurǌfƯs such as ‘Aliyyü’l A‘lƗ and AmƯr
Nǌrullah shows his hesitation as well as the influence of eastern writers of treatises and history
and thus indicates his faithfulness.
2
‘ImƗd al-dƯn NasƯmƯ, Ԥsԥrlԥri, Üç cilddԥ, ed. Cahangir Qԥhrԥmanov, (BakÕ: Elm, 1973), 96.
3
Zendegi vΩ eshar Emadaddin-e Nasimi, 247.
The poets says:
ΩϮΟϭ ̮Ϡϣ ̮ϟΎϣ ΕΪΣϭ Ϟϫ ϥϮ̩ ̵Ϯη ή̳
.ϥΩί Ύϣ ϥϮ̩ ̮Ϡϓ ήΑ ̶ϧϮΗ ̶ϫΎη ΖΑϮϧ
Ibid., 247.
If you happen to be the owner of realm of being as the people of unity,
You will be able to play the imperial drums from earth to other planets.
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.ΖγΎϣ ϪϧΎδϓ ί ύέΎϓ ϖΧ ΕΫ
Oh, who knows Fu܈ǌ܈, do not remind me Fukǌk
The essence of Allah is apart from our legend.
According to Pendari, this expression was used as an allusion to the person
who knows the knowledge of wisdom in Fu܈ǌ ܈al-Hikam.2 DƗkƗnƯ states that by
“Fukǌk”, ৡadr al-DƯn QunawƯ is mentioned.3 We think that both meanings were
given in this verse are possible. We understand from the content of the verse that
NasƯmƯ knew Fu܈ǌ ܈and he has a negative attitude towards the person who
mentions Fukǌk.This object of rejection in other contemporary of NasƯmƯ and
his objection towards the poet by reference to Fu܈ǌ ܈and Fukǌk can be realized.
In other words, we think that there is an appeal to ৡadr al-DƯn QunawƯ and thus
a support of that view. NasƯmƯ's negative attitude towards Fu܈ǌ܈, in fact, emerged
from writing Fu܈ǌ ܈with “sƯn” instead of “܈Ɨd”.4 It is possible that there is an
allusion to Ibn ‘ArabƯ as a special importance over “܈Ɨd” in this
misunderstanding. In fact, NasƯmƯ thinks in the same manner as ‘Aliyyü’l A‘lƗ
who is known with his rejection towards Fu܈ǌ܈.5 We should state that the most
severe expression of rejection towards Ibn ‘ArabƯ is in QiyƗmatnƗma of
‘Aliyyü’l A‘lƗ . he claims that Ibn ‘ArabƯ is one of the greatest predecessors of
ণurǌfƯ thought, he is close to Satan.6 He criticizes Fu܈ǌ ܈al-ۉikam sharply. He
says that Fu܈ǌ( ܈lit. bezels) is not a precious stone but a small piece of glass.7
Elsewhere FaঌlullƗh's predecessor says that Fu܈ǌ ܈increases ignorance and
creates grief in the hearts.8 It is possible that AkbarƯ understanding of “walƗya”
(sainthood) which subjects Fu܈ǌ ܈into critique are issues such as the saints are
heirs of prophets, the seal of prophethood etc.9 In this context, ash-Shaybi's
opinions seem closer to reality. As a result, he regards ‘Aliyyü’l A‘lƗ 's allusion
to Ibn ‘ArabƯ as “Satan” is accepted as jealousy. ash-Shaybi stated that Ibn
‘ArabƯ called himself as “the seal of the saints” lead ণurǌfƯs who regard
FaঌlullƗh as the owner of this station exert negative attitudes toward Ibn
‘ArabƯ.10 However, Ibn ‘ArabƯ's idea is different from FaঌlullƗh's understanding
of dawr and he stated that the Muhammadan Reality manifested in one person
in each period: he also expresses that he is one of these figures and the treasure

1

Ibid., 140.
Ibid., 403.
3
ParvƯz AbbƗsƯ DƗkƗnƯ, DƯwƗn-i Sayyed ‘ImƗd al-dƯn NasƯmƯ, (Tehran: Enteúarat-e Berg, 1369),
496.
4
The expression means “afsus” (grief).
5
al-ShaybƯ, Tesheyyo vΩ tasavvof ta aghaz-e sede-ye devazdahom-e hijri, 222.
6
Ibid., 222; Yasar Nuri Öztürk, Tarihi Boyunca Bektaúilik, (østanbul: Yeni Boyut, 1997), 103.
7
al-ShaybƯ, Tesheyyo vΩ tasavvof ta aghaz-e sede-ye devazdahom-e hijri, 222.
8
Ibid., 222.
9
In this context, see: Addas, øbn Arabî Kibrit-i Ahmer'in Peúinde, 28
10
al-ShaybƯ, Tesheyyo vΩ tasavvof ta aghaz-e sede-ye devazdahom-e hijri,, 222.
According to researchers, prophet Jesus whom Ibn ‘ArabƯ ascribed the science of letters is the
owner of the general seal of sainthood in Ibn ‘ArabƯ's doctrine of “Hatmu'l Wilayah”, and Ibn
‘ArabƯ himself is the owner of wilayat alhas among Muslims. (Addas, øbn Arabî Kibrit-i
Ahmer'in Peúinde, 190; Uluç, øbn Arabî'de Mistik Sembolizm, 141; ÇakmaklÕo÷lu, MuhyiddƯn
øbnü'l-Arabi'ye Göre Dil Hakikat øliúkisi Marifetin øfadesi Sorunu, 19. In this case, Ibn Arabi
traces his knowledge on letters to the main source, Prophet Jesus (Uluç, øbn Arabî'de Mistik
Sembolizm, 2005, 141).
2
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which he preserved was taken from another person.1 Between one of the
representatives of ণurǌfƯyya, AmƯr Nǌrullah Wujǌdiyya (according to some
writers FaঌlullƗh's son or grandson) and him, there are many differences2 and
there is no doubt that he mentioned Ibn ‘ArabƯ's views. For, Wujǌdiyya 3 is the
other name of Ibn ‘ArabƯ's teaching.
We should state that although some representatives of ণurǌfƯyya, which is
based on Ibn ‘ArabƯ's views and methods of interpreting letters rejected him
afterwards, he had a great impact on the determination of directions of ণurǌfƯ
literature.
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Conclusion
Finally, we should state that when we look at the history of philosophy
until ণurǌfƯyya, it is obvious that Ibn ‘ArabƯ is more sophisticated than FaঌlullƗh
from the point of interpreting letters mystically. However, he did not transform
his views into a doctrine and did not give a religious character to them. The
similarities between the science of letters and ণurǌfƯyya indicate that Ibn ‘ArabƯ
has multi-sided influences on ণurǌfƯ thought and literature. Thus, the effect of
his views which were exerted in the context of relations between letters, words,
numbers, and breath are always obvious in ণurǌfƯ treatises concerning absolute
being and manifestations, understandings of perfect man, symbols such as
mirror, light, etc. in ণurǌfƯ poetry.
As it is clear in the aforementioned examples, although there are many
similarities concerning the influence, closeness, and resemblances, ণurǌfƯyya
cannot be determined as an imitation of Ibn ‘ArabƯ's views. In ণurǌfƯ doctrine,
sometimes influences and development of Ibn ‘ArabƯ's views and sometimes
their rejection are issues of interest.

1

Addas, øbn Arabî Kibrit-i Ahmer'in Peúinde, 209.
ƖlyƗrƯ, Hoseyn, “Nameyi ԥz pesԥr-e Fԥzlollah-e Horufi”, 1346, 197.
3
As stated in the researches, Ibn ‘ArabƯ never used the terms “Wujǌdiyya” or “waۊdat al-wujǌd”
which was used concerning Ibn ‘ArabƯ’s philosophical concepts; Uluç, øbn Arabî'de Mistik
Sembolizm, 68. In ণurǌfƯ sources, we see that the followers of “Wujǌdiyya” are called as “the
people of unity” (ahl al-waۊda) in 14th century and early 15th century.
2
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